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• Design and 3d modeling;
• CNC Milling;
• CNC Bending;
• CNC Cutting of metal (laser, plasma);
• CNC Turning works;
• Welding works (tig, mig/mag);
• Painting job (powder coating);
• Laser cleaning works;
• Galvanazing services;
• Production of metal constructions of 

all kinds of difficulty;
• Providing manpower.

Our services



Diameter of working spindle mm 130

Maximal weight to the workpart kg 12000

sizes of clamping surface of desktop mm 1800х6000

Amount of instrument amount 40-120

The horizontal boring and milling machine WHN(Q) 
13 CNC

TOS Varnsdorf WH(Q)  13 is horizontal CNC boring and milling machine which are 
offered for big details.

The machines are continuously controlled in three axes. 



AXA VРC 40U

The portal machining centre VPC-U displays its entire strength in 3+2-side CNC 
machining of workpieces with its tilting spindle and the rotary table integrated into 
machine bed. The spindle swivels around the Y-axis while the NC-rotary table turns 
the workpiece into the right position in line with the specifications. The table level 

can optionally be levelled out by elevated fixed tables or attached tables.



Vanad PROXIMA 20/60

The Vanad PROXIMA CNC cutting machine is a modern, high-performance device 
used throughout a wide spectrum of applications for thermal cutting. The machine 

is suitable for oxy-fuel and plasma cutting. It is excellent in its maximum precision 
and efficiency. It is recommended for tough operations and very demanding 

customers. Table size is 2000*6000mm and maximum cutting thickness is up to 100 
mm.



Bodor F1530

Bodor F1530 laser cutting machine for all kind of metal sheets.
Table size is 1500*3000mm and maximum cutting thickness is up to 10mm. 



Heltos Castor VS  40/420

Pillar drilling machines VS40 CASTOR is designed for drilling, reaming and thread 
cutting in both single-part and series production. The headstock and worktable are 

vertically adjustable and revolving 360 degrees on the pillar. 

TECHNICAL DATA
VS 40-420 

Castor

Drilling diameter 600 
Mpa

mm 40

Drilling depth mm 220

Cone in MORSE spindle MORSE 4

Drilling depth indicator scale

Drilling depth backstop
precision 

setting

Clamping table area -
horizontal

mm 600 x 490



LASER CLEANING MACHINE

The laser has the characteristics of high 

intensity, large energy density, strong focus 

and good directivity. The laser cleaning 

technology uses the three effects of laser 

pulse vibration, thermal expansion of 

particles, molecules photolysis, phase 

change or combined effect to overcome 

pollution. The binding force between the 

dirt and the surface of the substrate is 

overcome, and the dirt is detached from the 

surface to achieve the purpose of cleaning



ARG 300 plus S.A.F.

Exceptionally robust universal band saw is appraised for general use in continuous 
uninterrupted production plants and in workshops (work on locks, maintenance) as 
well. Industrial band 27 x 0.9 mm is manufactured in many versions and allows for 
cutting of wide range of materials, including stainless steel or tool steel.
Vice system contributes to versatility of use by providing bilateral continuous setting 
of the cutting angle within the ranges 60° to the right and 45° to the left.

Main motor 400 V / 50 Hz / 2,2 kW

Pump motor 400 V / 50 Hz / 0,05 kW

Hydraulic motor unit 400 V / 50 Hz / 0,55 kW

Saw blade speed 15–90 m/min.

Working height of vice 910 mm

Hydraulic system oil
cca 25 l (ISO 6743/4-HM, DIN 
51 524 část 2-HLP)

Coolant tank cca 15 l

Machine dimensions (min.) 1600 x 950 x 1750 mm

Machine dimensions (max.) 1950 x 1400 x 2000 mm

Machine weight 645 kg



Most thickness of sheet 6 mm

The least thickness of sheet 1,6 mm

Most length of cutting 3100 mm

Angle of slope of cutting edge 0,5-3 º

Working height of table 900 mm

Hydraulic Shears SBF 3006

Guillotine - equipment for cutting materials that are in its design oblique 
movable knife, moving in the same plane without tilting.

The main purpose of mechanical guillotine - cutting of sheet material on the 
blank production. Scissors are designed to perform straight cuts. To hold 

material during the cutting, guillotines have in their composition clamp - press. 
Press reduces the pulling effect of the material under the knife and get 

smoother cut.



Sheet bending machine

Appointment bending machine - a flexible metal that allows to generate the 
necessary product of the metal sheets. For varying the thickness of the metal and 

depending on the production end.
Bending machine for cylindrical and conical blanks from the sheet material in a cold 
state and rolled for bending. The primary purpose is to perform the folding of metal 
sheets. With the help of the machine can bend a metal sheet by clamping the original 

sheet using a press beam, and the bending of the sheet via the other beam. 
Depending on the requirements of the bending machines, you can manually 

determine the angle of the sheet bend.



Hydraulic Press

Hydraulic press, equipment for creating high pressure to seal substances 
squeezing fluids, changing the shape and other details difficult technological 

operations.

Nominal effort kN 400
The maximum working fluid pressure of 25 
MPa
Piston pressure 120 kN
Maximum slide stroke, mm 450
The maximum piston stroke, mm 150
The maximum distance between the slide 
and table mm 750



Welding equipment

We have welders who knows mig/mag and tig welding for any kind of metal 
and thickness.



Metal construction fabrication

The production hall allows to produce 
metal structures of any difficulty.
- Manufacturing and assembly of metal 
contructions;
-Production of block-containers;
-Mobile dismountable structures;



Our products



Modular buildings
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